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Purpose of the research was to map out user experiences relating to modern banking services 
such as electronic invoicing, internet banking, payment cards and payments. Private users and 
businesses were designed their own survey containing similar topics and questions. 

 
The theoretical part of the research explained history of various banking solutions in Finland 
starting from the late 1970’s. Modern technology and solutions were introduced and explained 
to give an understanding how different services are used currently in Finland. 

 
Research part of the thesis concentrated on few main banking services in use today. Three 
main target groups were answering questions relating to user experience about different ser- 
vices such as electronic invoicing, internet banking, payment cards and payment types. 

 
Empirical research was conducted quantitatively by designing an internet survey for three dif- 
ferent target groups: Finnish, non-Finnish and business users. For Finnish and non-Finnish 
users a total of 723 answers were gathered and for business users a total of 24 answers. Results 
for business users are therefore only directional. Survey languages were Finnish and English. 

 
Results of the research showed, that all three user groups are familiar with newest banking 
services and most of them are widely used. Users are also generally satisfied with their current 
banking products such as internet banking and payment cards.  All major banks in Finland are 
able to offer their customers up-to-date services. 

 
Considerable differences in experiences and attitudes were found between Finnish and non- 
Finnish users in electronic invoicing especially among young people. In new payment types 
such as SEPA-payments and EMV-cards, Finnish users had most resistance against new tech- 
nology, whereas non-Finnish users were more tolerant accepting it. Businesses were familiar 
with SEPA-payments, but large part of them hadn’t used them extensively. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Finnish banking industry has been in the forefront of many technological solutions when it 

comes to providing customers different ways for private and corporate banking. Banks and 

insurance companies are amongst the first institutions in Finland to have designed and imple-

mented large systems to support, maintain and develop their customer base. Moving into elec-

tronic payments happened in Finland started in 1979 (Tilisanomat 5/1989.)  

 

Rapid technical development throughout recent years has put its pressure on banking busi-

nesses and they have been facing different challenges when designing, creating and imple-

menting new systems. Currently these systems in place have become an everyday normality for 

both private and corporate customers, as most of transactions besides cash payments are hap-

pening inside electronic networks.  

 

Thanks to Internet revolution, internet banking systems are nowadays available by all Finnish 

banks and provide a wide variety of options and opportunities for everyday banking, be it pri-

vate or serving needs of a large corporation. Ways of accessing and using these systems have 

changed as they’ve become increasingly complex, yet trying to maintain usability and ease of 

use for customers. 

 

In addition to internet banking there are several services such as payment terminals, payment 

cards, e-invoicing and e-payments that have gained ground in recent years. Some functions 

associated to these services might be related to another service provided by the bank such as 

the internet bank, where e.g. e-invoices can be sent, received, and ultimately paid.  

 

The goal of this thesis is to study how a modern user experiences different services he uses 

daily related to electronic banking. Be it a private or corporate user, there are lots of similari-

ties in activities that can be found when they use banking services. Very rarely a user only uses 

one particular product, as the case usually is that there are many different services interrelated 

and supporting each other. Therefore it’s important to study more than one system experience 

to see what users think of the services. 

 

Another important thing to study is how new services and systems are seen and experienced 

by people from different backgrounds and ethnicities. People have a tendency to stick with 

things they are used to and comfortable with. Resistance against change might be extremely 

strong when something that has been done in the same way rapidly changed. User experience 
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of a particular service is not only limited to the technical aspects of it, but also the whole per-

ception of it as a modern product is very important part of the study.  

 

Benefits of studying aforementioned areas would help banks and other financial institutions in 

the banking field, to get a view of current situation from user’s point of view. Issues raised in 

usage and user experiences among different banks will show who controls the current situa-

tion when providing customers with modern solutions. Banks, credit companies, operators 

and other instances don’t work alone but need cooperation, and hopefully gaps in their mutual 

operations can be discovered and solutions developed.  

 

1.1 Research problems, scope and goals 

 

Goal of the thesis is to study how modern banking solutions have affected different users 

based on user experience and personal perception. In the past many common banking func-

tions have required a visit to the branch but currently most of the services are viewable and 

controlled by users online.   

 

Research aims to answer the following questions: 

 

- Is user experience with certain new service dominantly negative or positive?  

- How well are new services accepted by Finnish and foreign users living in Finland? 

- When corporate and private user uses the same service, how are their opinions different? 

- What problems users have using new services? 

 

Central interest of the thesis is based around the user experience when using different modern 

banking solutions and how these systems benefit both users and businesses. Compared to the 

past there is a whole new way of technology that users need to adapt to and their work or 

habits are changing with it. New SEPA agreement in Europe brings many advantages by uni-

fying payment areas, but users have to learn new ways of banking. Technical specifications on 

advanced level will not be observed and studied but a more general view of the systems and 

processes is described.  

 

1.2 Theoretical framework 

 

The research method used in the thesis is quantitative. In the theoretical part there will be an 

explanation of the banking systems and services that have been available before modern in-
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formation networks. As Internet has grown dramatically over the past few years, it has 

brought services closer to users and established new technological solutions.  

 

Previous research has been done relating to a particular service, e.g. E-Invoice or E-Payment, 

focusing on it from business point of view. Internet banking for aged users has been studied 

before to find out why they are not willing to change their daily banking operations online.  

 

At the moment all of the aforementioned services are available for most of the users and 

many of them have become almost a necessity when people need to make payments, control 

their finances and make transactions. While systems and services develop at a constant pace, 

users have to adapt very quickly to updates and changes in the services. Target group for the 

research is not limited to a particular age group, as more and more users regardless of age are 

using modern banking services.  

 

Source literature material is somewhat limited when it comes to finding out how people have 

used different services in the past. Most of the source materials are gathered from service de-

scriptions of Nordea Bank Plc and by conducting individual interviews of banking personnel 

and users.  

 

1.3 Terminology 

 

ATM 

 

ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) is a device which offers a range of services to users that are 

authorized by using a PIN-code. From a cash ATM, user is able to make payments, withdraw 

money or view account information (Finnish Banker’s association 2006a, 4.) 

 

Combination card 

 

Combination has properties of two or more payment cards (Finnish Banker’s association 

2006b, 4.) 
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Credit card 

 

Credit card is a card issued by a credit company and used for making purchases on products 

or services. Credit card can be combined to a payment card giving the user an option which 

payment type to use.  

 

Datapak 

 

Datapak is a Nordic packet switched network using X.25. Speeds vary from 2400b/s to 

64kbps. Datapak over dialed connections X.28 is also possible. (WordIq, 2009.) 

 

EDI 

 

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) is a way to conduct electronic transactions between com-

panies. The transaction is transferred electronically to the receiver and decrypted automatically 

to the receiving system. EDI has been in use internationally long before internet banking was 

created. Finnish equivalent of EDI-standard is OVT (Organisaatioiden välinen tiedonsiirto) 

 

EMV 

 

EMV (Eurocard, Mastercard, Visa) is an international standard for payment cards.  It aims to 

replace payment cards using magnet stripe globally within a few years (Finnish Banker’s asso-

ciation 2006c, 4.) 

 

E-Payment 

 

E-Payment, also known as electronic payment is a way for customer to use a bank account or 

credit and payment card to pay for a purchase made online. All major banks in Finland have 

the service available and a considerable amount of sellers are using the service in their online 

shops. E-Payment can be also used to authenticate to several services, e.g. Kela and Verohal-

linto. 
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EU payment 

 

By the decision given in 2003 by the European parliament and Council of Europe, it is possi-

ble to make a euro value payment inside EU and ETA-countries. If the payment sent contains 

valid IBAN number and SWIFT code, the charges for the payment are only equivalent to do-

mestic bank payment charges in the respective country. 

 

File transfer 

 

Corporate customers are using mainly electronic means of funds transfer to the bank, based 

on large amount of data capacity. Customers are able to view their daily transactions, reference 

payments, and account statement in electronic format. The number of file transfer users has 

kept steadily growing but hasn’t grown dramatically, the number of users currently in Finland 

being around 226000 (Federation of Finnish Financial Services  2008.) 

 

IBAN 

 

IBAN (International Bank Account Number) is a standard used to identify bank account 

number over national borders. IBAN standardized bank account numbers are used both in-

side European Union economic area but also in other countries, due its flexible format. IBAN 

number consists of two-alpha country identifier, followed by 2 check digits and up to thirty 

alphanumeric characters. Every country can decide the length of the IBAN number, but it has 

to be of fixed length.  

 

Internet bank 

 

Internet bank is a service provided by a bank of financial institution making it possible for 

customers to access their bank account online. Authentication to the service is secured by a 

unique customer number and code numbers only known by the customer. Customer number 

and code numbers are issued by the bank.  In the Internet bank, customers are able to pay 

bills, view account information, apply for loan credit or mortgage and to make investments in 

the stock market, just to name a few (Federation of Finnish Financial Services 2007.) 
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Kermit 

 

File transfer protocol usually used when downloading data from a mainframe or via a modem. 

(Dictionary of Information Technology, 2002.) 

 

Luottokunta 

 

Luottokunta is a full-service card payment company that develops and provides card payment 

solutions for banking as well as merchant and corporate customers (Luottokunta, 2009). 

 

PATU security standard 

 

Parties using electronic banking services have to authenticate each other in a secure way, and 

the integrity of the messages has to be protected against unauthorized modification or acci-

dental corruption. The customer needs an acknowledgement from the bank on the receipt of 

the message file he has sent. The PATU procedure comprises the said security functions. 

PATU protects messages between banks and enterprises (Finnish Banker’s association 2001, 

6.) 

 

Payment card 

 

Payment card is common term used when describing chip, bank, credit and other combination 

cards. 

 

Payment terminal 

 

Payment terminals are devices used by vendors for reading payment cards when making pur-

chases using a card instead of a cash payment. Payment terminal records the payment and 

authorizes the transaction if needed. Modern terminals are ready to accept electronic payment 

cards equipped with a chip, where older models use magnet stripe to read card information. 

Payment terminals can be located either on desktop and connected into a cash register or 

portable, based on business needs. 
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PIN 

 

PIN (Personal Identification Number) is a number only known by a card holder. Using PIN-

code, users are able to withdraw money from a cash ATM or authorize payments using a 

payment terminal (Finnish Banker’s association 2006d, 4.) 

 

PKI 

 

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is an international specification for the identification of a 

party in communication (Nordea 2009a, 4). 

 

SEPA 

 

SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) is an undertaking by the European Commission to create 

a common payment area inside European economies. The aim of SEPA is to expand home 

market area to consist of EU-countries, ETA-countries, Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein and 

Switzerland. Legislation concerning payment transfers and their speed will be unified in the 

area. Common European payment area will benefit both consumers and businesses (Federa-

tion of Finnish Financial Services  2009.) 

 

SWIFT 

 

SWIFT is the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, a member-

owned cooperative through which the financial world conducts its business operations with 

speed, certainty and confidence. Over 8,300 banking organizations, securities institutions and 

corporate customers in more than 208 countries use them every day to exchange millions of 

standardized financial messages (SWIFT 2009.) 

 

Web Services 

 

Web Services protocol is based on common global standards. Bank connection is always en-

crypted and PKI method is used for both identifying parties and integrity control. Web Ser-

vices will replace current file transfer and PATU security standard and it is required when 

Corporate Payment Service is used. (Nordea 2009b) 
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XML 

 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a general-purpose specification for creating custom 

markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language, because it allows the user to define 

the mark-up elements. (Wikipedia 2009.) 

 

 

2 Evolving banking solutions 

 

In this chapter Finnish banking industry is introduced, banking solutions before internet bank-

ing are explained and the transition from only cash and carry society to using cards discussed. 

Paper invoicing which is still at times largely used and corporate file transfer systems are being 

explained at the end of this chapter.  

 

2.1 Finnish banking industry 

 

Finnish banking industry has been in the forefront of many new technological experiments 

when it comes to introducing new services for their customers. From financial point of view, 

the banking industry looks very different from what it was 20 years ago. After the financial 

crisis and depression in Finland, many banks needed to rethink their strategies, some institu-

tions merged with others and some vanished totally.  

 

Bank of Finland is the bank for other banks in Finland. It has little less than 20 credit institu-

tions as their customer, offering them central bank services in domestic financial markets. 

Being part of the European monetary system, Bank of Finland ensures that there is enough 

liquidity in the financial market in order to ensure functional payment systems. (Bank of 

Finland 2009.) 

 

Being part of the European monetary system, Bank of Finland fulfil and enforces commonly 

agreed European agreements and money politic decisions with its Finnish bank customers.  

This also means that Bank of Finland follows European Central Bank’s policies locally in 

Finland. 
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Role of Bank of Finland for consumers and companies when introducing new payment sys-

tems is often unclear, because marketing, testing and deploying new systems is done by banks 

themselves or by Federation of Finnish Financial Services.  

 

2.2  Time before Internet banking 

 

Before internet banking, it was possible for corporations to use online banking services with-

out contacting the bank. Main difference compared to the internet era is that connection 

speeds were lower, and there was little mobility as connection to the bank required software to 

be installed locally.  

 

As there were only small amount of personal computers, personal banking online was techno-

logically difficult to implement at that stage. Central mainframe machines had been used for 

years before mainly for data storage, and most financial institutions in Finland were storing 

their data in these systems. The data was accessed through a dumb terminal that would only 

be used to view the data requested from the central machine.   

 

First programs that used modem, packet or ISDN networks to connect to the bank, were ei-

ther designed to contact the respective bank for corporate file transfer, or Multibank programs 

that enabled users to send transactions to the bank securely using PATU security standard. 

These programs will be introduced in more detail later.  

 

Especially for private customers, making frequent visits to the branch was cumbersome, queu-

ing common and service charges by the banks considered overpriced. All operations relating 

to customer data was handled by the banks, initiated and authorized by the customer. All in-

formation that customers needed about their finances had to be printed and if needed posted 

to them, resulting in increasing expenses both for banks and their customers.  

 

2.2.1 Pre-Internet solutions 

 

To better understand what kind of systems were in place before banks created first internet 

banks, it is important to see what kind of solutions preceded them. Systems were somewhat 

similar by their technical implementation from bank to bank, but functions inside the systems 

were different. In this section there will be a description of SYP (Suomen Yhdyspankki) ter-

minal payment programs, as they were amongst the first in Finland to enter the banking mar-

ket. 
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Phone banking was already in place in 1982, but there was a need for businesses to conduct 

their banking without visiting the branch or by using the post. (Säynätkari, V. 26.6.2009.) 

Briefly after that, in 1984 first personal computers started hitting the markets and their usage 

was growing in corporate and later private sector. Businesses needed more efficient ways than 

phone banking to take care of their financials, so there was a big pressure on getting first pro-

grams out for customers. 

 

In the mid-80’s, programs such as MikroTeleSyp and TeleSyp could be used by customers. 

TeleSyp was created in 1979 for large enterprises and came with a terminal device.(Harald, B. 

2007) These programs were first created for corporations, and later also for private customers. 

In order to use the connection to the bank, user needed a workstation and a terminal connec-

tion program which was provided by the bank. Personal username and a code card were used 

same way as today to authenticate the users. 

 

In order to use the system, the user needed a PC with the terminal client, and modem connec-

tion using an asymmetric telephone line. When connecting to the bank, modem dialled a given 

phone number, and for the duration of the banking session, the connection remained alive. 

Kermit or Datapak connections were the most popular connection types used, both of them 

still used today in packet switched network connections. 

 

User interface of the system was very simple looking and provided simple text options. In 

order to get to a certain menu user needed to type in a command or number of the menu. 

After some time users got more experienced using the system and they learned to use short-

cuts by typing many commands in a row thus skipping unnecessary prompting by the system. 

MikroSyp for corporate customers, was a character based system where based on the user 

input, system would show a result or an output. (Säynätkari, V. 29.6.2009.)  

 

Picture number 1 is an example of a terminal based system user interface. Example picture is 

not taken from a bank program as there aren’t any versions available anymore, but is very 

similar of what the user would see when connecting to the bank system. 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1 Example of a character-based terminal system. (http://www.b-ssd.org) 
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2.3  Introducing payment card systems 

 

In the past, most of payments in private sector by consumers were done by cash payments or 

before that, by using cheque books. Bank of Finland conducted a survey in 1995 for 5700 

business firms and it appeared that cash usage in corporate sector was still very com-

mon.(Hirvonen, Viren, 1996, 6).  

 

Although the survey done by Bank of Finland mostly concentrates on business cash flows, it 

has some interesting information about electronic banking usage between business firms and 

banks, notably with payment card terminal systems. Table below shows by sector the percent-

age of companies that were using a payment terminal system in 1995. 

 

Table 1 ( Hirvonen, Viren, 1996, 57). 

 

Connections between banks and places Payment terminal
of business in use

%
Industry 6,2
Building and installations 3,4
Whosalers 17,5
Retailers 46,9
Motor engine sales, maintenance and fixing 52,5
Hotels and catering 48,8
Transportation and communications 16,9
Other sectors 7,5
Total 17,2  
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From the table it can be seen, that it is no surprise why motor engine sales, retailers and ac-

commodation providers had the highest percentage rate of payment terminals in use. For 

transportation sector, heavy industry and building the figures are considerably lower.  

 

When payment cards were introduced, they were first being accepted by reading the card 

number using a separate machine that would take a paper copy of the card number. After 

copying the card details, customer was asked to sign the slip. No online authorization regard-

ing coverage on the card was checked, because the card slip needed to be sent to the bank 

first. Processing the payment would take several days, so it was advised for customers to keep 

their copy of the receipt to keep track of the card usage. Balance deducted from the account 

would show within a few days of the original purchase, depending how often the seller sent 

the slips to the bank. 

 

2.4  Corporate file transfer 

 

File transfer for business users has been available for quite some time, showing no drastic 

change into one way or another by the number of users. Requirement for file transfer services 

when not using an internet bank are personal computer and software for bank connection.  

These programs have either connection to one bank, to several banks through multibank pro-

grams. 

 

Bank program is for payments and transactions between accounts. It is used to get informa-

tion about incoming payments, handle foreign payments and reference payments and control 

payments. These activities can all be controlled from the PC (Aalto, Westermarck 1993, 155.) 

Most of the daily finances can be controlled from the bank program. 

 

When Internet wasn’t yet in use, bank programs used packet networks to connect to the bank. 

In most cases, a modem connection was used. Connection speeds were low but because only 

data and not images or pictures were sent, it worked fine as long as the connection was estab-

lished. In order to use the bank program, user needed to enter PATU security keys to the pro-

gram from the bank whose customer they were. PATU keys are updated at regular intervals, 

and they ensure that the connection to the bank meets security standards required. They are 

still used today to secure bank transactions between businesses and banks.  

 

In terms of usability, bank programs were not too beautiful by interface, but they offered the 

properties that users needed. Loading a program might take considerable amount of time, if 
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the workstation the program was installed on proved to be slow. However, using bank pro-

grams made controlling payments for companies considerably faster than before. At present, 

these systems are still widely used but migration into internet banking is steadily ongoing. 

 

As an example of a domestic payment, figure 1 below shows how the payment transfer proc-

ess works. If there is a problem with the payment, the user needs to contact the bank which 

will check from the file transfer log if there’s a problem with the file sent. In this case, a do-

mestic payment would need to follow certain standard (LM03) established by Federation of 

Finnish Financial Services. When bank receives the file, validation of the file takes place and if 

there are too many errors in the file, the whole batch is rejected and the user needs to correct 

the material and resend it later.  

 

Figure 1 Corporate file transfer using a bank program (Nordea 2009c, 3) 

 

 

 

Disadvantages against file transfer using internet bank, is that bank programs have no mobility 

and they perform slower. Software is installed on the workstation or to the network, but if the 

user wants to use the services outside company network or at some other location, the soft-

ware needs to be reinstalled and configured again for that location making it time-consuming 

and difficult.  
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2.5 Paper invoicing 

 

Paper invoices haven’t disappeared anywhere, and before information networks they were the 

only option when companies needed to bill their customers. Having an efficient invoicing 

system results in quicker accounts receivables, and reduces capital used for running the busi-

ness considerably. By optimizing invoicing, the need of capital can be reduced even by dozens 

of percentages.  (Aalto, Westermarck 1993, 150.) 

 

Paper invoice is created in the invoicing system of the company, printed and after that posted 

to the customers. Customers are usually given at least 2 weeks time to execute the payment 

using a reference number and beneficiary account details given in the invoice.  

 

Paper invoicing is expensive for companies, because paper needs first to be produced, printed, 

enveloped and printed. On top of this, some amount of the paper invoices get lost in the post 

or don’t find their receivers. State administration has calculated that costs for handling one 

paper invoice are around 30 euro.(Tenhunen, 2009.). In terms of information security, paper 

invoicing is not the ideal option as confidential data can get compromised quite easily.  

 

On the other hand, paper invoicing is still widely used and discussion about moving to elec-

tronic invoicing is active in the media. Consumers need to feel that electronic invoicing is 

something that benefits them. Paper invoicing is still a common way of invoicing, and there 

shouldn’t be an extra charge for it (Kuluttajavirasto 2009). 

 

  

3 Current trends in electronic banking 

 

In the previous chapter, time before modern systems was described from the users and sys-

tems point of view. In this chapter, modern internet banks both for personal and corporate 

users are explained, followed by payment card systems in use by businesses and consumers 

currently. Totally new types of payments such as E-Invoice, E-Payment, SEPA-payments and 

Web Service have emerged, some earlier some little later on. With Web Service, banks adver-

tise it as a product, but it actually  is a connection channel to the bank. These payment types 

are discussed at the end of the chapter.  
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3.1 Internet banking 

 

Banks in Finland are and have been pioneers designing mobile and internet banking for 3 dec-

ades. There is a lot of experience of what kind of solutions customers need and what the 

banks are capable of providing. In the beginning of technological revolution it was vital for 

banks to harness the newest technology to get new customers in the market. Proof of this is 

that only a percent of bills are paid in the bank branches, and nearly all Finnish citizens have 

an agreement of internet bank with their bank (Harald, B. 2007).  It also created opportunities 

for IT specialists to present new ideas and ways of working. IT and banking came closely re-

lated. 

 

Most pre-internet banking systems were created separately in the banking sector by major 

banks such as SYP, KOP (Kansallis-Osake-Pankki), Osuuspankki and many others. During 

1990’s, after the economic crisis in Finland there were lot of fusions in the bank sector, SYP 

uniting with KOP in 1995 forming Merita Bank, which later had a fusion with Swedish Nord-

banken in 1997. Result of this was Merita-Nordbanken (Nordea 2009f.)During that time, first 

internet banks  for private and corporate customers were created, and they were designed to 

be used from anywhere with an internet connection. 

 

Coming to the year 2000 and onwards, all major banks had internet banks available for both 

private and corporate users. Some banks had better systems than others, offering more selec-

tion of services and functions. Table below demonstrates major properties of systems and 

comparison between internet banks in 2001. Table includes three main banks in Finland. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of major features of internet banks by major banks in Finland (MikroPC 

2001, 4) 

 

Internet banks Leonia Merita Osuuspankki 

WWW-site 

 

Leonia.fi Merita.fi Osuuspankki.fi 

Services 

Recurring payments 

 

create, change, 

delete 

 

create, change, 

delete 

 

create, change, 

delete 
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Search payments 

 

yes yes yes 

Foreign payments 

 

yes yes after autumn 2001 

Unreg. Employer tax 

payments 

 

can be paid yes, reference and 

message needed 

can be paid 

Instant payments 

 

yes yes yes 

Due date 

 

2 years ahead 5 years ahead max 1 year ahead 

Direct debits/payment 

service 

 

yes yes after June 2001 

Transfer between 

own accounts 

 

password and key 

code needed 

without password Password and key 

code needed 

Account statement  

 

current and previous 

month 

2 months current and previous 

month, from 6/2001 

3 months 

Authentication 

Authentication 

method 

 

customer number customer number user id, changing 

password 

 

Card authentication 

 

piloted no id-card, OP gold-card 

by end of year 

Password delivery 

 

from branch secured envelope 

posted 

secured envelope 

posted 

Encryption method 64, 128 bit SSL 

 

SSL 40-128 bit, IPSec 

for corporations 

 

SSL2, SSL3, 

RS1024, 128 bit 

 

 

From the table it can be seen, that whilst most of the services are being provided by all the 

banks, they have differences in technical implementations of the service, especially encryption 

methods and authentication of users. Many technologies are still being tested and options are 

limited. 
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3.1.1 Private users 

 

Today all major banks in Finland have an internet bank available for private users. In order to 

use the service user navigates into the bank’s website, and then clicks on a link that directs to 

the internet bank service. 

 

Banks have established help functions and demo versions of their internet services, where 

users can familiarize with the interface and functions of the system before starting to use it. 

Having a test environment online directs people off from the branch in case there is a ques-

tion. Frequently asked questions are also presented in the website in many cases. 

 

Logging in to the internet bank happens by using a user id and a password. Users are also 

given a key code list, which is used when authenticating to the service and when confirming 

payments. It has been found over the years that for private users the best way to login to the 

bank is to use a user id, password and a key code list, instead of e.g. e-id system where authen-

tication works by using a card device and a card with a PIN. Some of the banks in Europe 

give users fixed user id’s and PIN codes for authentication, but no key codes are given so 

passwords and id’s never change. (Bank of Ireland, 2009). 

 

Picture below is an example Osuuspankki’s demo internet bank for private users, where mak-

ing of a SEPA payment can be done by the user. No real transactions take place, but it is pos-

sible to enter data in all of the fields and learn the new payment type easily. 
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Picture 2 Osuupankki internet bank demo (Osuuspankki 2009a.) 

 

 

The most common features for private user when they use the internet bank are viewing ac-

count information, making domestic payments, viewing card  information and account state-

ments. Foreign payments have become more popular and because of the new SEPA (Single 

Euro Payments Area, new payment types have been introduced to make these payments pos-

sible.  

 

Security issues are not compromised by the banks, and they take the security of their custom-

ers’ information very seriously. In comparison to the situation 8 years ago when internet banks 

were not used as widely as now, table 3 demonstrates unification of security authentication 

methods by major banks. For users this development brings extra comfort knowing that the 

services used are secured by agreed standards.  

  

Table 3. Internet Bank authentication methods as of 7/2009 (Nordea 2009e; Osuuspankki 

2009a; Sampo Pankki 2009;Aktia 2009; Ålandsbanken 2009; S-Pankki 2009; Tapiola 2009.) 

 

Internet bank (private users)   
Authentication method 

Bank  
Nordea SSL 
Osuuspankki SSL 
Sampo Pankki SSL 
Aktia SSL 
Ålandsbanken SSL 
S-Pankki SSL 
Tapiola SSL 
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3.1.2 Corporate users 

 

Businesses in Finland have had the privilege of being one of the first users for internet bank-

ing systems in the world. From terminal based systems, a move to internet-based services has 

happened already over 10 years ago and most of the businesses use an internet bank daily. 

 

Difference from private to corporate users mainly is the functions inside the service. Logging 

in to the services happens the same way as private users do. As company’s payments are usu-

ally done from the same place, it is possible to authenticate using an E-id card with a card 

reader. This eliminates the use of key code cards and user id’s making logging in faster to the 

system and reducing false login attempts to the system. In order to use a card reader when 

using Corporate Netbank, user needs to download card reader software and driver. (Nordea  

2009d, 3.) For businesses, using a card reader instead of a code card brings flexibility and bet-

ter usability 

  

Businesses need more information about their accounts from a longer period of time to keep 

track of their accounting. The number of incoming and outgoing payments compared to nor-

mal consumers is considerably larger, growing by the size of the business in case. 

 

As many businesses conduct trade outside of Finland, need for making foreign payments in an 

efficient way is crucial. New SEPA-payments will benefit businesses by making transactions 

faster compared to EU-payments, bringing cost-savings and more efficient accounts receiv-

ables.  

 

Major difference in making payments between consumers and businesses is that using file 

transfer to make payments is possible for business users. This means that a payment file is 

created in an external system, and sent via internet bank to the bank to be processed. Multiple 

numbers of payments in a same file reduces manual input of payments, when e.g. salaries need 

to be paid for thousands of people at a time. Entering every payment at a time would prove an 

enormous and time-consuming effort. Direct debits, account statements, sales receivables, 

electronic invoices and reference payments can all be collected by using file transfer in an 

internet bank.  
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3.2 Payment terminals 

 

Payment terminal is a system where payment happens using a card equipped with a magnetic 

stripe of chip. After the payment is authorized, seller sends payments stored in the payment 

electronically to the bank to be processed. Bank cards are being processed by the bank, and 

credit cards such as Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Visa Electron are transferred to  

Luottokunta for processing.  

 

Looking at figure 2, it can be clearly seen that usage of payment terminals and cards has grown 

significantly over the last ten years. Migration to EMV-based terminals in past 4 years has 

grown and by the time of writing, it is still ongoing at a rapid pace.  The introduction of EMV-

cards has lead to a slow decline of the number of cards with a magnetic stripe. Because there 

are no statistics of the current situation yet it is difficult to estimate correctly how situation has 

changed, but it can be predicted that in 2008 and 2009 the number of cards with a magnetic 

stripe has reduced dramatically as banks have started offering mostly EMV-cards to their cus-

tomers. New SEPA-payment area will mean that normal bank card will disappear by the end 

of year 2010 if everything stays on schedule.  

 

Figure 2. Payment Terminals and Card Payments 1998-2008 (Federation of Finnish Financial 

Services 2009, 8.) 
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3.2.1 Desktop terminals 

 

Desktop payment terminals use either modem connection or ADSL connection when trans-

ferring money to the bank. Depending on the number of purchases done in a day, terminal 

usually sends the data into the bank once in a day, usually automatically in the morning. As 

desktop terminal is connected to the main terminal with a plug, it is usually placed on a 

counter where customer can enter the PIN or use a signature to authorize the payment.  

The PIN pad is to be placed in such a manner that outsiders cannot see the PIN entered 

on the terminal. Most PIN pads are portable by design meaning that they are mounted on a 

swivel base or can be tilted, ensuring that the customer can safely enter PIN code. (Finnish 

Banker’s association 2006, 16.) 

 

Modern desktop terminals using ADSL connection are fast and cost-effective way for busi-

nesses to handle sales without cash. Authentication of the card can be done in 2-3 seconds 

saving time. (Manison, 2009.) 

 

When the customer decides to pay with a card, it is either read using the magnetic stripe or 

entered into the terminal if a chip is used. All EMV-cards use a PIN-code when authenticat-

ing, and it works the same way regardless of the terminal. Customer is able to cancel or correct 

the PIN-code if entered incorrectly.  

 

3.2.2 Portable terminals 

 

Portable payment terminals use GPRS connection and can be used when the customer is not 

at the counter. Restaurants and bars use more and more portable terminals, so waiters can 

receive the payments right at the table instead of going back and forth to print receipt for cus-

tomer to be signed. EMV-terminals are especially useful as customer can just enter the PIN 

and take the receipt. 

 

3.3 Payment cards 

 

There are several payment cards in use currently in Finland, most popular ones being Visa 

Electron, Visa and Mastercard. Bank cards with magnetic stripes are still used but their num-

ber is decreasing as EMV-cards are being introduced by banks and payment terminals and 

ATM’s are migrating to use them following international standards. 
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The number of payment card transactions is growing year by year, statistics being gathered by 

Federation of Finnish Financial Services to the year 2007. Numbers of bank card transactions 

in figure 3 have slowly grown from 2005 to 2007, but not as fast as online debit cards, that 

have doubled their transactions in only two years. EMV-credit cards have not increased their 

number of transactions as much, because online debit cards have been available for a larger 

number of users. In addition, using them doesn’t depend on user’s credit standing. Assump-

tion is that after year 2009 bank card transactions will start to decline at a faster pace due to 

EMV migration. 

 

Figure 3. Number of payment card transaction 1998-2008 (Federation of Finnish Financial 

Services 2009, 13.) 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Debit and credit cards 

 

Banks in Finland have been distributing their customers SEPA-compatible cards since the 

beginning of year 2008, so that by the end of 2010 they would be able to make payments on 

similar terms anywhere in the SEPA area.  These cards are acceptable by merchants through-
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out the euro area, but merchants remain free to decide what cards they accept. (Federation of 

Finnish Financial Services 2008, 4.) 

 

Bank cards are being replaced by debit cards and increasing number of consumers already 

have the card in use. Biggest difference when paying with the card with a debit and credit 

property using a payment terminal is that user needs to choose whether to use the debit or 

credit from the card. Finnish customers have been using Finnish terms when using payment 

cards and transition to new terms has caused some confusion among them.OP-Pohjola Bank 

has had reclamations from customers who have had to pay commission of ATM withdrawals, 

when they’ve used a credit account instead of originally intended debit account. Bank’s head 

of card division  Jarkko Anttiroiko believes that new terms will become familiar after few un-

successful attempts. (Taloussanomat 2009a.) 

 

Another issue facing new EMV-card users is when they pay for petrol using a payment termi-

nal in the petrol station. Most of the stations already have EMV-terminals in place. When us-

ing a debit card on a petrol station, customer needs to choose a limit of how much money will 

be used to fill up the tank. The crediting of the account in the station works on-line, but han-

dling the reservation charge in the bank takes time, director Arvo Ruotsalainen from Neste 

Oil says. (Taloussanomat 2009b.) When thinking of user experience with a new service like 

this, it will most probably cause more problems in the future if the issue is not dealt with ef-

fectively.  

 

3.4 E-Invoice 

 

E-Invoice, also known as electronic invoice is a new way of invoicing where the invoice is sent 

and received electronically thus saving the need of sending a paper invoice to the recipient. 

Electronic invoices don’t get lost in the post so deliverance rate is virtually 100% as all in-

voices can be traced electronically.  

 

If a customer wants to start receiving invoices to the internet bank, it is easily done by finding 

the biller from the list and sending them receiver information. Most of the big businesses al-

ready offer the possibility and some government organizations are already setting deadlines for 

completely stopping paper invoicing. 

 

Received electronic invoice can be viewed, changed, deleted and confirmed by the receiver. 

Additional information such as detailed statement of the invoice is provided depending of the 
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biller. In the example picture E-Invoice is shown is Nordea Bank’s website, waiting to be paid 

automatically off the account as it has been already confirmed. After some time, electronic 

invoices will replace direct debits. 

 

Picture 3 E-Invoice in Nordea’s internet bank 

 

 

 

Use of electronic invoices is on the rise, gaining popularity steadily every year as figure 4 

shows. Electronic invoices can be received by consumers and businesses. For consumers, pre-

filled invoice is sent to the internet bank eliminating the need of inputting invoice details. 

Electronic invoice makes recycling, approving and other processing easier (Verkkoratkaisu 

2009). 

 

Currently there are still many issues among consumers who don’t use electronic invoices, such 

as complexity of the service, lack of information about it, and general attitude towards new 

technology. User experience of using a normal paper invoice to pay bills still at some cases 

feels more comfortable than receiving electronic invoices. Figure below shows a large  in-

crease of electronic invoicing since 2005. 

 

Figure 4. Finvoice Intermediation Service (Federation of Finnish Financial Services 2009, 19.) 
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3.5 E-Payment 

 

Banks in Finland have established a service where users can purchase items over the internet, 

and use instant payment authenticating with bank user id and key codes. The marketplace has 

to have an agreement with their respective bank to receive electronic payments, and provide 

technical implementation of the service according to the bank’s service description. 

 

Benefits for consumers is that payments are secure, fast and work the same way as visiting the 

internet bank. From seller’s point of view, they can easily control their incoming payments as 

all transactions happen online. It is possible to use either the bank account to pay for the pur-

chase, or use a credit account to make the payment. Picture below demonstrates how an E-

Payment links look like before the user clicks on them. 

 

Picture 3 E-Payment links for different banks in 2009 

 

 

 

Starting an internet shop is simply not worth it for all companies as they vary in size and their 

needs are different. When starting to receive electronic payments through internet, it is ad-

vised to test the service before starting to sell the whole catalogue of items, to avoid unneces-

sary loss of investments. (Paavilainen 1999, 74.) 

  

3.6 Corporate file transfer 

 

Corporate file transfer using bank program was explained in chapter 2.4. Need for businesses 

to send payment files to the bank have not changed, but currently there are major changes 

happening due to the popularity of internet banking. File transfer is nowadays possible using 

the internet bank, bringing mobility as files can be sent from anywhere. Clearer menu struc-
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tures and faster response times make using the service more user friendly than bank program 

that performed slowly. 

 

The process of sending the file happens generally the same way as from the bank program. 

After the payment file has been created and saved to a location on the computer or network, 

user logs in to the internet bank. Using file transfer service inside the internet bank, user se-

lects the type of payment he is going to make, navigates to the file location, sends the file and 

confirms the transfer. Feedback file from the bank is retrievable for the user after it has been 

created by the bank. 

 

3.6.1 Web Services 

 

One of the very newest technical implementations of file transfer to the bank for corporations 

is using Web Service platform. Instead of using an internet bank, files are transmitted through 

Web Service connection. 

 

Web Service in banking is relatively new technology, and corporate customers are slowly start-

ing to use it by different banks in Finland. In the long term Web Service will replace file trans-

fer which is using PATU-standard encryption and will use PKI-authentication instead. In 

SEPA area using one unified XML standard for transaction messages brings new possibilities 

for businesses, making transactions more straightforward and establishing sending larger 

amounts of unmodified data. (Osuuspankki 2009c.) 

 

3.6.2  SEPA-payments 

 

SEPA migration has been ongoing in the European economic area since the beginning of 

2008 and it is still ongoing. Most notable changes for consumers and businesses are EMV-

cards and terminals discussed in chapter 3. The planned schedule for completion of migration 

is by the end of 2010. All services concerning SEPA are in Euro currency, making payments 

inside Europe easier for consumers and businesses. For example making a SEPA-payment 

from an internet bank to Sweden using Swedish crown as currency, is not possible.  

 

Making a SEPA payment in an internet bank already works in Finland.. Instead of making a 

foreign payment to another country, it is possible to make a domestic payment using IBAN 

account number. If both the sending and receiving banks are in SEPA area, it eliminates the 

use of SWIFT code in the payment as the system finds it automatically. The payment type is 
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easy to use, cheaper and at most times faster than normal foreign payment. Problematic fact is 

that communication by financial authorities and banks about new payment types has not 

reached the wider public, so many consumers haven’t even heard of the possibility to make 

such payments in the internet bank. 

 

For businesses, it is possible to make SEPA transfers through some banks in Finland using 

before mentioned Web Service channel. It is advised that companies request their affiliates 

account information in IBAN and BIC-format and to follow information about SEPA by the 

banks and financial authorities. (Federation of Finnish Financial Services 2009.) 

 

 

4 Research implementation 

 

This chapter will start with description of research process, moving on to focus on the re-

search method used and how surveys for private and corporate users were designed and con-

ducted. At the end of the chapter the validity of gathered information and reliability of results 

are analyzed.  

 

4.1 Research process 

 

Research process aims to discover new aspects related to the research problem and by using a 

systematic approach it is easier to reach conclusions. The aim for research methodology is to 

bring methodically possible analysis into problem setting and results finding. The research 

question should be set so that it is possible to answer, at least to some extent. (Nummenmaa, 

Konttinen, Kuusinen, Leskinen 1997, 19.) 

 

Based on the research problem and goals, tools and instruments for research can be chosen 

whether them being tangible or intangible such as a video camera or survey. For empirical 

research it is important to confirm that the observed construction is empirically understand-

able. (Nummenmaa etc 1997, 21.) 

 

During research process the materials are gathered using methods and procedures that are 

considered applicable. When choosing research strategies, most common ones are experimen-

tal, survey and case study strategies (Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara 2000, 122). Research strat-

egy chosen depends of the research problem and what the research aims to achieve. Is it sup-

posed to be predictive, descriptive, explanatory or mapping? 
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4.2 Research method 

 

In order to find out what is the best research method, it is needed to define how research 

problems are to be analyzed. Most used research methods in empirical research are quantita-

tive and qualitative research. These research types can supplement each other and are not eas-

ily separated from each other. They are considered as supplementary approaches instead of 

competing with each other, making it possible to use them side by side. (Hirsjärvi etc 2000, 

125.) 

 

In the quantitative research it is vital to state the hypotheses, define terminologies, choose test 

personnel and define sample to get coherent results. Conclusions are made based on statistical 

analysis by e.g. using percentage charts (Hirsjärvi etc 2000, 129.) 

 

4.3 Survey design 

 

The survey for research was designed first on paper as a draft version, including questions and 

statement both for private and corporate customers who use bank services in Finland. Inter-

net-based Webropol system was used to design the survey for a final format to be viewed by 

the users of survey. The survey was designed to be primarily answered through internet link, 

and it was also available to be filled in paper format if needed. 

 

Two different surveys were designed, one for private users and other for corporate users. 

From both of the surveys there was an English version created, target sample group being 

non-Finnish users in Finland.  

 

Questions in the survey were selected so, that for Finnish and non-Finnish private users and 

corporate users the question pattern would be similar, including similar topics and questions. 

This kind of approach would bring opinions from different target groups using same services. 

For corporate user there were additional questions relating to services that are only available 

for them. 

 

Because the survey included questions about more than one new banking service, it was de-

signed to be easy and fast to fill out, to minimize frustration when answering a relatively large 

number of questions. Multiple choices, statements and scaled grading were used to evaluate 
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user experiences on modern banking solutions. Large number of questions was intentional, 

for the researcher to be able to pick relevant topics for analysis phase. 

 

All surveys were tested beforehand by two test persons to point out mistakes and to test tech-

nical implementation of the survey over the internet. Few faults in survey design were found 

during the testing and were corrected accordingly.  

 

Estimated target to reach for private user survey was to get at least 100 responses within a 

month. As the survey was primarily targeted for Haaga-Helia University of Applied Sciences 

students during summer holidays, it was requested to get a large number of recipients for the 

internet survey. Survey was sent twice inside a time frame of 3 weeks to maximize number of 

responders. From a number of 3500 recipients 723 responses were gathered surpassing greatly 

the expectations set in the beginning making it possible to close the survey on time. 

 

Survey for corporate users was not sent out as mass posting, and the target for responses was 

set considerably lower, to 30 responses. Businesses that were sent the survey operated mainly 

in service industry, building maintenance and accounting. Email addresses of the companies 

were retrieved by using internet search engines. Paper versions of the survey were created for 

businesses in addition to the email surveys sent, after realizing that by sending only email sur-

vey links the target would become difficult to reach.  The initial target of 30 was not reached 

and the time frame for survey completion had to be extended by 2 weeks. After that, 24 an-

swers in total were gathered. Due to the small number of answers from businesses most of the 

questions answered in the survey couldn’t be used for research. 

 

4.4 Validity of results 

 

In a research it is vital to aim to minimize possible errors, but how valid research is, may differ 

from time to time. It is therefore important to evaluate the validity of results whenever doing 

research (Hirsjärvi etc 2000, 213.) 

 

In the research for modern banking usage, both Finnish and non-Finnish were given exactly 

the same survey to be filled out taking extra care of translations to avoid misinterpretation of 

questions. Both target groups had the same initial basis on filling out the survey. All of the 

users were known to use Finnish banking services, and they were able to fill out the survey 

through internet.  
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To get valid results, there is a need to get a sufficient amount of responses from the respon-

dents to get the maximal variety of users giving their views and opinions. Given the structure 

of the questions in the survey, they leave very little room for misinterpretation in the analysis 

phase, as no open questions were available for the respondents. 

 

4.5 Reliability of results 

 

One major concern for a researcher when gathering results is the number of sufficient re-

sponses gathered. With proper planning from the beginning, good results can be achieved. 

Suitable size of material gathered improves both reliability and cost-effectiveness of results. 

(Nummenmaa etc 1997, 22.) 

 

To get reliable results, survey questions were designed so that they were understandable both 

for the researcher and the target group. By testing the survey with different users before send-

ing it out, possible errors were spotted and changes needed were done accordingly.  

 

From private users, a total of 723 responses were gathered, of which 654 responses in Finnish. 

Same survey in English was answered by a total of 69 users, forming the target group of non-

Finnish users. Considering the time of the year survey was conducted, the number of re-

sponses provides reliability to the analysis. Most of the persons in the target group were on 

summer holiday during the time survey was conducted, especially many foreign users spending 

time elsewhere than in Finland. 

 

From businesses that received the survey, a total number of 24 were answered. Initial target 

for responses was set to 30, but 24 answers can be considered as acceptable amount of re-

sponses. However, small amount of responses affects the results so, that they are more direc-

tive than providing exact conclusions. 

 

 

5 Research on modern banking usage 

 

In the past few years, increasing amount of users have internet banking, electronic invoicing 

and payment cards in use. These services have become daily necessities for private users and 

businesses when dealing with their daily financials. 
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Due to the increasing amount of foreign users in Finland, same services that are used by Fin-

nish citizens are being used by non-Finnish users. They have different perception of services, 

perhaps having never used electronic banking or the level technology in their original country 

is much lower.  

 

In this research, main target groups are Finnish and non-Finnish private users that deal with 

new electronic banking services in Finland. Third main target group are businesses that use 

same services, such as electronic invoices.  

 

5.1 Background variables for target groups 

 

Main background variables for users were age, sex and the bank they were using. Figure 5 

shows that 2/3 of the answers came from female users when the survey was answered by Fin-

nish users. Survey for non-Finnish user provided a more equal spread between respondents 

sex, demonstrated in figure 6. The caption is taken from the same institution for both target 

groups, so it can be noted that answering activity for male non-Finnish users was slightly 

higher than their Finnish counterparts. 

 

Survey was also designed for businesses, containing same questions as surveys for private us-

ers. Aim of the research targeted for businesses was to get another view of experiences of 

same services, by different kinds of user groups.  

 

Figure 5. Sex of respondents (private users) 
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Figure 6. Sex of respondents (private users) 
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Age division in both surveys for Finnish and non-Finnish users shows that most of the an-

swerers belonged to the group where age was between 18-25 (58% Finnish users, 59, 4% non-

Finnish users). In both target groups no answers were gotten from users under 18 years and 

above 60. This was anticipated because the main target groups for surveys were University 

level students. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the age division of respondents. All others but two 

Finnish respondents filled their age in the survey. 

 

Figure 7. Finnish respondents by age 
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Figure 8. Non-Finnish respondents by age 
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Three of the major banks in Finland were represented in the research, and from all surveys a 

sufficient number of results by each bank were retrieved. Especially with non-Finnish users, 

most of the respondents were using one of the three major banks. Smaller banks had less us-

ers. Nordea Bank had most users in both surveys, dominating both results by numbers. 

Questions in the research were formed in a way that possible effect on the results is mini-

mized as research does not compare banks.  In figure 10, only banks that had users are shown 

in the graphic as from the target group, only major banks had customers. 

 

Figure 9. Number of Finnish answers by bank 
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Figure 10. Number of non-Finnish answers by bank 
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5.2 Differences in modern banking experiences 

 

The idea of the research was to study how modern banking solutions used daily are perceived 

by Finnish users and non-Finnish private users, to find out if there were differences on how 

different services are accepted and used. In addition, businesses were asked about same topics. 

Focus of the research was on internet banking, electronic invoicing, payment cards and SEPA 

payments. These services are used weekly or even daily by users, regardless of the bank they 

are customers with.  

 

5.2.1 Internet banking 

 

Internet bank is widely used by users living in Finland. Nearly all daily banking operations can 

be done online and usage of the service had become extremely familiar regardless of the bank 

a person is using. Both for Finnish and non-Finnish users it is clearly seen in figures 11 and 

12, that there is no resistance of using the service, and it is widely accepted. Percentage of us-

ers for non-Finnish is only slightly lower, but still proving that all banks have sufficient ser-

vices for foreign users using other language than Finnish. 87, 5% of business users were using 

an internet bank. Low percentage can be explained by small number of responses. 
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Figure 11. Finnish internet bank users 
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Figure 12. Non-Finnish internet bank users 
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To find out about user experience, users were also asked, if the internet bank they are using 

included sufficient amount of help functions inside the service. In figure 13 it is shown, that  

91, 3% of Finnish users are happier with their internet banking when it comes to help func-

tions inside the service. Percentage for non-Finnish users is slightly lower at 74, 6%, which still 

can be considered as a very good result. For businesses, 81% of them considered the amount 

sufficient, placing them between Finnish and non-Finnish users.  
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Possible reasons for the difference is that other users than Finnish might not have had enough 

guidance in the internet bank usage when starting the service, and are only able to learn it by 

using it and by using the help functions provided. Businesses tend to be more critical of ser-

vices, as they use them more frequently and pay more for services. 

 

When asked to rate the importance of help sections of the service, users in all target groups 

used a scale of 1-10 where 1 marked little importance against 10 with strong importance. Re-

sults in this rating proved that clear majority of both target groups rated the availability of help 

functions at number 7 or higher (72% Finnish, 75% non-Finnish, 76,2 businesses). 

 

Overall user experience of the internet bank, ranked positive by 56, 9% of Finnish users, and 

50% by non-Finnish users. Very positive user experience was higher among non-Finnish users 

at 37, 5% against 24, 6% among Finnish users. Business users were more careful, 66, 7% rat-

ing the service positive. Conclusion of this can be drawn that as pioneers of internet banking, 

Finnish banks are able to offer their customers user-friendly and working systems.  

 

Although the general attitude towards banks as service providers is positive, it is worth noting 

that 18, 2% of non-Finnish users have considered changing their bank due to the poor usabil-

ity of the internet bank. Same figures for Finnish private users were 9% and only 4, 8% for 

businesses. Usability for users other than Finnish leaves improvement for all banks in this 

category. 

 

Figure 13. Help functions inside internet bank 
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5.2.2 Payment card usage 

 

Today EMV-cards are becoming increasingly popular in Finland. Users were asked about card 

usage, user experiences and possible problems encountered while using the cards. User experi-

ences regarding debit cards were given specific importance. Figure 14 shows, that nearly all of 

the users regardless of their background are already using modern EMV-cards. This is due to 

the fact that banks are strongly encouraging users to try on new services, and to the fact that 

regular bank cards are disappearing at a rapid pace. 

 

Figure 14. Users with a payment card equipped with a chip  
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Regarding debit card usage, users were given the following statement: “Following international 

agreements, Debit cards are introduced in Finland and some customers already use them. 

Please choose from the following statements the ones that apply best to your experiences”. 

Statements are shown in figures 15 and 16. From business users, only 5 out of 24 were using 

payment terminals, so figures are based only on Finnish and non-Finnish users.. 

 

Comparing figures 15 and 16, it can be seen that both user groups think of debit cards as a 

positive thing, foreign users topping up to 53, 1%. Successful payments made with the card 

have higher percentage rate among foreign users. This may be due to the reason that similar 

cards have been used by them abroad in their original country of origin or place of living. 

 

Considerable differences between the two target groups were how information of the cards is 

perceived, and what the purpose of the card actually is. 33, 1% of Finnish users think that 

there is not enough information about the cards and 34, 2% of them find the purpose of the 
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card unclear. Respective percentages with foreign users were 12, 5% and 14, 1%. Such a big 

difference may be explained by the fact that debit cards are already used widely outside 

Finland, therefore giving foreign users already existing knowledge about how the cards work. 

 
Figure 15. Debit card usage experiences for Finnish users 
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Figure 16. Debit card usage experiences for non-Finnish users 
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Possible problems when using payment cards were studied in the research, shown in figures 

17 and 18. Again, users were able to select from a number of statements the ones, which best 

applied to the user experience of the card. Figures are mainly similar between the target 

groups, except when the problem was associated by the user to deal with bank or a credit 

company. 19% of Finnish users experienced problems with the payment card and associated 

the cause of the problem to be in the bank or the credit company. On the contrary, only 4, 9% 
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of non-Finnish users experienced similar situation when using payment cards and terminals. 

When businesses were asked, problems were mainly associated with problems with the termi-

nal (40%) or forgotten PIN code (20%). Question was answered by only 5 businesses, so re-

sults are not reliable. 

 

The root cause of the difference is probably that Finnish users tend to associate payment 

problems with a financial institution rather than the technology itself.  One possibility of the 

difference is that the number of answered surveys between the target groups was large, there-

fore most likely had there been more answers from non-Finnish users the difference would 

have been smaller.  

 

Figure 17. Possible problems encountered using cards (Finnish users) 
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Figure 18. Possible problems encountered using cards (non-Finnish users) 
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5.2.3 Electronic invoicing 

 

Using electronic invoices in becoming increasingly popular and especially businesses start to 

offer only electronic invoices to their customers, or charging extra costs for paper invoices.  

Figures 19 and 20 contain statements regarding electronic invoicing. 

 

378 answers from Finnish users were from users aged between 18-25 years. After filtering 

results, it was discovered that 29, 1% of this target group rather paid for a paper invoice than 

used an electronic one. For a user group that is considered of technologically advanced gen-

eration, results are surprising. Respective figures for non-Finnish users 18-25 years were  

7,7%. Finnish users have much stronger resistance against change in technology based on the 

results. Yet, both Finnish and non-Finnish users consider electronic invoicing as a positive 

trend and understand it’s importance on preserving environment. 

 

Figure 19. User experiences on electronic invoicing (Finnish users) 
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Figure 20. User experiences on electronic invoicing (non-Finnish users) 
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When businesses where asked the same questions, it was notable that 31, 3% of all of them 

would rather pay for a paper invoice than use an electronic invoice. Percentage runs highest of 

all the three groups considered, and it seems that implementation of electronic invoices for 

businesses causes frustration and problems, as figure 21 shows. 

 

Based on the results there are difficulties expected when greater number of businesses swift 

from paper invoicing to using only electronic invoices. As majority, 54, 2% of businesses had 

from 2-20 employees, it needs to be considered when analysing the results. Had there been 

more answers from bigger businesses with 100 or more employees, it would have most 

probably brought the percentage down when considering paper invoice over electronic one. 

 

Figure 21. User experiences on electronic invoicing (Business users) 
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5.2.4 SEPA payments 

 

Following international agreements, there are many changes going on in the European eco-

nomic area concerning payments inside European Union. New SEPA area will make it possi-

ble to make SEPA payments to other EU countries in euro currency, instead of using the 

normal currency payment. Users are able to make payments by using the beneficiary IBAN 

account number and need not fill out the SWIFT code or the receiving bank. This makes 

making payments easier, and the customers don’t have to pay as many service charges as be-

fore. 
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All three target groups in the survey answered the same question related to SEPA payments. 

The migration deadline in the EU area for SEPA is due to complete by the end of 2010, and 

the whole process is already way over halfway towards completion. Users were given state-

ments regarding SEPA payments and asked to fill out the ones that were most relevant con-

cerning their user experience on making SEPA payments. 

 

By comparing answers between businesses and private users, it is clear that SEPA term is very 

unfamiliar for private users regardless of their background, whereas businesses have more 

information about it already. Only 4, 8% of business users in figure 23 admitted that SEPA is 

a new term to them and 19% of them had done the payment successfully. For Finnish and 

non-Finnish private users the same figures are 48, 8% (figure 22) and 40% (figure 23). Suc-

cessful payments done by private users were both under 10%, at 8, 9% for Finnish and 8, 3% 

for non-Finnish users.  

 

Explanation to these results can be drawn from the fact, that businesses have a lot more trans-

actions outside Finland, and may have currency payments done on a daily basis. For a normal 

Finnish private user, sending money abroad is relatively seldom needed. For non-Finnish us-

ers, lower percentage is explained perhaps by the fact, that users have a bank account in their 

country of origin, and send money there regularly. It is expected that SEPA payments will be 

used by them by greater numbers in the future, if the money is sent to another country in 

Europe. 

 

Figure 22. User experiences on SEPA payments (Finnish users) 
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Figure 23. User experiences on SEPA payments (non-Finnish users) 
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When looking at how information of SEPA payment is available, it is surprising that figures 

for businesses and private users regarding information availability about the payment, are 

somewhat similar. 33, 3% of businesses think that there is not enough information about the 

payment (figure 24). Non-Finnish private users are the group who seem to be updated best 

regarding information, where 35% of Finnish users share the same view as businesses. It 

seems that banks need to inform their customers better in terms of new payment possibilities, 

especially their business customers.  

 

Figure 24. User experiences on SEPA payments (Business users) 
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It must be noted from the results, that given the small amount of answers from businesses, no 

definite conclusions can be drawn. 57, 1% of businesses in the survey admitted that they 

hadn’t done any SEPA payments. This figure is most likely influenced by the small amount of 
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responses, thus had there been a bigger sample, the percentage would have most likely been 

lower. Results for Finnish and non-Finnish users are considered reliable, due to the large 

number of answers from both target groups.  

 

 

6 Conclusions 

 

Research was carried out to find out about user experiences regarding modern banking solu-

tions between different target groups in Finland. Surveys were conducted for three different 

user groups. Finnish and non-Finnish private users and businesses were all designed a survey 

to be filled out, containing similar questions and topics.  

 

For Finnish users, total of 654 private users and from non-Finnish users a total of 69 users 

answered the survey. From businesses, 24 answers were gathered in total. Age division for 

private users was 18-60 years, and for businesses 18-60 years and over. Businesses that an-

swered the survey had from 1 to 1000 employees.  

 

Even though users were asked about their age and the bank they were customers with, the 

focus of the research was on differences between user groups. Results shown include all the 

age groups that answered the survey, if not otherwise stated. The differences between user 

experiences with different user groups are compared in the statistical figures. 

 

6.1 Main results of the research 

 

Research shows that age is not a major factor when evaluating user experiences and feelings 

about electronic invoicing. Even the youngest sample target group is somewhat resistant 

against electronic invoicing and willing to pay for old technology instead of adapting a new 

one. 

 

When asked about debit card usage following SEPA migration in EU, most of the private and 

business users thought the service had a positive impact. Most of the problems encountered 

were associated with payment terminal usage or with financial institution. Results were differ-

ent by each user group.  

 

Using an internet bank has spread widely in Finland, and nearly all private users and busi-

nesses use the service. User experience regarding internet banking ranks positive, even very 
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positive at all user groups. This shows that Finnish banks have functional and user-friendly 

systems that are easy to use for Finnish and non-Finnish users.  

 

Regarding internet bank usage, users were asked whether the service contained enough help 

functions. As expected, Finnish private users and businesses were more satisfied with help 

functions than non-Finnish users. However, the percentage difference is not a major one be-

tween target groups. 

 

New payment types being introduced, users were asked about their experiences using SEPA-

payments. Research showed that SEPA as a term is relatively new to Finnish and non-Finnish 

private users. Businesses are familiar with the payments, but small amount of them have made 

successful payments. Small number of answers from businesses affects reliability of these re-

sults. Informing users about payments needs improvement by banks and financial institutions 

based on results by all user groups. 

 

6.2 Future research  

 

Surveys for the research included main topics discussed in this thesis, but it soon became ap-

parent that the number of questions in each survey was far too big and the scope of the ques-

tions too large in order of all the material gathered to be used in the research. Many questions 

used in the survey were left intentionally out from the research, because scope of the thesis 

had to be limited. 

 

Extra material gathered in the survey phase makes it possible to concentrate on other areas of 

banking, and provides opportunities for comparison between banks. For example by using 

results from Finnish users, it is possible to find out which bank has most satisfied customers 

at the moment, when it comes to modern banking services and their usage. Research material 

also gives valuable information for banks about their competitors. 

 

By using a large sample of businesses, it is possible to study how electronic invoicing is ac-

cepted and what problems there are when using it. Migration from bank programs to internet 

banking is ongoing and by targeting the survey to a relevant interest group, it is possible to 

study which bank operates best transferring bank program features into internet banking. 
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